Elite Grooming Tub

Benefits:
Washing animals gets a little easier with the new Elite Grooming Tub. This tub’s durable construction features the same 1”-square tub frame as our cages. The frame adds strength to the one piece backsplash, and adjustable feet let you place on most any surface. The tub stays stable whether it’s free-standing in a room or against a wall.

Features:
- 45 degree angles on the front edges add an element of safety and aesthetic appeal.
- Sturdy for all sizes of pets.
- Slip resistant tread on stairs.
- PVC Coated Tub Floors have the option of a floor panel set upon the rails to raise the showering platform to an ergonomic showering level.
- Door is completely removable and features the sturdy hinges that are used on our cages.
- Door latch is easy to use and constructed of the same long lasting material as our hinges.
- Sliding restraint ring design allows dogs to be turned around in the tub without detaching the safety lead.
- Removable supply caddy comes with two plugs to close unused mounting holes.
- Includes: Supply Caddy, 2 PVC Coated Tub Floor Panels, Hair Trap, Drain Insert and Restraint Ring.
- Plumbing fixtures are not included and may be purchased.
- Specs: 55.44”W x 60”H x 24”D

904.0702.40  Left Hand Door, Right Hand Drain  367 lbs.
904.0702.41  Right Hand Door, Left Hand Drain  367 lbs.